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Abstract 

The aim of cross impact analysis (CIA) is to predict the impact of a first event on a second. 

For organization’s strategic planning, it is helpful to identify the impacts among organization’s 

internal events and to compare these impacts to the corresponding impacts of external 

events from organization’s competitors. For this, literature has introduced compared cross 

impact analysis (CCIA) that depicts advantages and disadvantages of the relationships 

between organization’s events to the relationships between competitors' events. However, 

CCIA is restricted to the use of patent data as representative for competitors’ events and it 

applies a knowledge structure based text mining approach that does not allow considering 

semantic aspects from highly unstructured textual information. In contrast to related work, we 

propose an internet based environmental scanning procedure to identify textual patterns 

represent competitors’ events. To enable processing of this highly unstructured textual 

information, the proposed methodology uses latent semantic indexing (LSI) to calculate the 

compared cross impacts (CCI) for an organization. A latent semantic subspace is built that 

consists of semantic textual patterns. These patterns are selected that represent 

organization’s events. A web mining approach is used for crawling textual information from 

the internet based on keywords extracted from each selected pattern. This textual 

information is projected into the same latent semantic subspace. Based on the relationships 

between the semantic textual patterns in the subspace, CCI is calculated for different events 

of an organization. A case study shows that the proposed approach successfully calculates 

the CCI for technologies processed by a governmental organization. This enables decision 

makers to direct their investments more targeted.  

Key Words: Cross Impact Analysis, Latent Semantic Indexing, Text Mining, Compared Cross 

Impact Analysis, Web Mining. 
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1 Introduction 

 

Cross impact analysis (CIA) is a well-known set of related methodologies that enable to 

analyze events e.g. the occurrence probabilities of events and the conditional probability of 

one event given another (Blanning & Reinig, 1999; Schuler, Thompson, Vertinsky, & Ziv, 

1991). Literature proposes many qualitative approaches where estimations of human experts 

are collected in workshops or surveys. This information is used to calculate both kinds of 

probabilities (Banuls, Turoff, & Hiltz, 2013; Mitchell, Tydeman, & Curnow, 1977). However, 

using estimation of human experts is time- and cost expensive. Thus, literature also 

proposes quantitative approaches that use accessible data to calculate the probabilities 

(Kim, Lee, Seol, & Lee, 2011). While nearly 80% of all data available in the internet are 

textual data, some quantitative approaches focus on text mining instead of data mining 

techniques. They can be distinguish in knowledge structure based approaches (Jeong & 

Kim, 1997) and semantic approaches (Thorleuchter, 2014) that both are successfully 

evaluated for calculating cross-impacts (CI). 

 

Compared cross impact analysis (CCIA) can be used to support the strategic planning of an 

organization (Thorleuchter, Van den Poel, & Prinzie, 2010). CCIA distinguishes between 

internal and external events. Internal events occur within the organization. Decision makers 

of the organization have to select them based on their relevance for a strategic decision 

problem. CIA is used to calculate the occurrence probabilities of these internal events and 

the conditional probabilities among them. External events occur at organization’s competitors 

(Pillania, 2011). External events are selected that are equal to internal events. Based on the 

relationships among external events, CIA is also used to calculate occurrence and 

conditional probabilities of these events. Thus, the internal CIA depicts organization’s events 

and the external CIA depicts the corresponding events from the competitors. CCIA compares 

the internal CIA to the external CIA. This enables to identify strengths and weaknesses of 

organization’s own events related to its competitors and it offers the possibility for an 

organization to learn from the competitors (Trumbach, Payne, & Kongthon, 2006; Woon, 

Zeineldin, & Madnick, 2011). 

 

An example for an internal event is the development of a technology in the organization’s 

research department. A research project normally processes one or several technologies 

that can be used in one or in several application fields in future. Thus, technologies are 

related to other technologies because they are processed together in a research project and 

they are also related to application fields (Yu, Hurley, Kliebenstein, & Orazem, 2012). 
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Literature shows four different relationships between technologies: integrative, substitutive, 

precursive, and successive relationships (Geschka, 1983). The integrative relationship for 

example shows that technologies occur together while creating an application, e.g. fuel and 

lubricant technology for creating a powerplant application. The relationships differ for each 

application and they also change over time. This is because advances in some technologies 

might lead to the use of new technologies to create an application or the dis-use of existing 

technologies (Kauffman, Lobo, & Macready, 2000). CIA can be used to identify these 

relationships. For this, the technologies standing behind the research projects have to be 

identified as well as the application fields. The identification has to be done by multi-label 

classification (Tsoumakas & Katakis, 2007). This enables the assignment of several 

technologies and several application fields to the corresponding research project. Based on 

this assignment, CI can be calculated. To obtain CIA results that are statistically significant, 

the number of research projects has to be large (> 100 projects). Further, the number of 

processed technologies also has to be large (> 20 technology). Thus, applying CIA to identify 

technological relationships requires a large research department and a large technological 

scope of an organization.  

 

To continue this example, external events are defined as technologies developed by 

organization’s competitors. Information about current technological developments can be 

found in internet websites and in internet blogs. Further, patent data are a valuable 

information source for upcoming technologies. Full texts of patents are also accessible in the 

internet. With an internet based environmental scanning, textual information can be extracted 

from the internet that is related to the technologies processed in the organization. This 

information represents external events because using this information by other organizations 

let them become organization’s competitors. The extracted websites, blogs, or patent data 

contain one or several technologies and it also can be applied to one or several application 

fields. With multi-label classification, the external CIA can be calculated to identify the 

technological relationships of organization’s competitors. Then, CCIA is used to calculate the 

relative impact of a technology on a different technology. This is done by comparing the 

internal CIA to the external CIA.  

 

Quantitative CIA approaches that use textual information as input source can be 

distinguished in knowledge structure based approaches and semantic approaches. While 

knowledge structure based approaches focus on the aspects of words e.g. term frequency, 

semantic approaches also consider the aspects of meaning. Especially textual information in 

the internet might be written by different persons using different wordings. Two texts 
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describing the same event may contain different words. Further, two texts where each 

describe a different event may both use a large number of the same terms. Semantic 

approaches are able to consider the meaning of the texts from the internet and thus, they 

assign them to the corresponding event with higher accuracy (Tsai, 2012).  

  

Literature shows knowledge structure based approaches as well as semantic approaches for 

quantitative CIA using textual information as input source. However for CCIA, literature only 

provides a knowledge structure based approach. In contrast to related work, we provide a 

semantic approach for CCIA. That bridges then current gap in CCIA research and that 

improves performance of CCIA especially by using texts from the internet. 

 

The proposed approach is based on latent semantic indexing (LSI) that extracts the hidden 

meaning of textual information from the occurrences and co-occurrences of terms in 

documents (Luo, Chen, & Xiong, 2011). Semantic textual patterns standing behind the 

textual information are identified, a latent semantic subspace is built, and the impact of terms 

and documents on these patterns are calculated (Kuhn, Ducasse, & Girba, 2007). An 

existing approach from literature (Thorleuchter, 2014) is taken over for calculating the 

internal CIA. To calculate the external CIA, web mining is applied for crawling relevant texts. 

The data are projected into the same latent semantic subspace. The impacts of the texts on 

the semantic textual patterns are used to calculate the external CIA. This enables to 

calculate the CCI. 

 

The proposed approach is applied in a case study where the impact of technologies on other 

technologies is calculated. Data source for the internal CIA are descriptions of research 

projects funded in 2007 by the German Ministry of Denfense (GE MoD). For the external 

CIA, texts from the internet are used to represent events from organization’s competitors. 

Semantic textual patterns in the retrieved results are extracted and these patterns are 

selected that represent a technology. They are assigned to the technologies processed by 

GE MoD. This enables to process the internal CIA, the external CIA, and thus, the CCIA. The 

results are compared to a knowledge structure based approach that is applied in the same 

case study. 

 

Overall, a new CCIA approach is provided applied by semantic text classification. This 

enables to consider textual information from the internet for CCI calculation. This helps 

decision makers to better identify own strengths and weaknesses related to competitors.  
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2 Background 

Our proposed CCIA approach calculates the CCI for events with semantic text classification. 

It is based on an existing semantic CIA approach, it extends an existing CCIA approach, and 

it is applied in a case study where the CCI of technologies is calculated. In Sect. 2.1, we give 

an overview on text classification. Related approaches from literature are introduced in Sect. 

2.2. The impacts of technologies on other technologies are described in Sect. 2.3. 

 

2.1 Text classification 

 

Text classification is used to assign text to different classes. In contrast to clustering, the 

classes have to be pre-defined in advanced (Ko & Seo, 2009; Lin & Hong, 2011). Classes 

can be defined as events and a text can be assigned to one or several of these events. 

Based on this assignment, the conditional probability of one event given a second event can 

be calculated. Classification can be processed manually by human experts if the number of 

texts and classes are small. Otherwise, classification is processed based on automated 

approaches that use examples for training and testing and a machine based learning 

procedure (Sudhamathy & Jothi Venkateswaran, 2012; Finzen, Kintz, & Kaufmann, 2012). 

Well-known knowledge structure approaches that are commonly used for classification are 

decision tree models (e.g. C4.5), k nearest neighbor algorithm, simple probabilistic 

algorithms (e.g. naïve Bayes), and support vector machine algorithms (Buckinx, Moons, Van 

den Poel, & Wets, 2004; D’Haen, Van den Poel, & Thorleuchter, 2013; Lee & Wang, 2012; 

Shi & Setchi, 2012). 

 

In contrast to these knowledge structure based approaches, semantic approaches identify 

the dependencies among terms e.g. by calculating term co-occurrences to consider aspects 

of meaning in texts (Choi, Kim; Wang, Yeh, & Hong, 2012). Further, these approaches also 

consider term occurrences and term distributions. LSI is a well-known semantic approach. It 

is based on algebra eigenvector techniques (Jiang, Berry, Donato, Ostrouchov, & Grady, 

1999). Based on the calculated eigenvectors, semantic textual patterns can be selected that 

occur in several documents from a document collection (Park, Kim, Choi, & Kim, 2012). 

These semantic textual patterns consist of a list of terms that are semantically related. The 

aspect of meanings stated in each semantic text pattern can be found in several of the 

documents (Christidis, Mentzas, & Apostolou, 2012).  
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Besides LSI, new semantic approaches have been introduced in scientific community with an 

improved performance. Examples for these new approaches are PLSI (Hofmann, 1999), 

NMF (Lee & Seung, 1999; Lee & Seung, 2001), and LDA (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003). They 

are of better performance because the weak point of LSI is the manual selection of a 

parameter k. The parameter k is the rank of the reduced term-document matrix and it 

determines the number of semantic textual patterns created by the LSI approach. It has to be 

selected carefully to obtain an optimized performance. In literature (Thorleuchter & Van den 

Poel, 2012a), a cross validation procedure based on prediction modeling is often used for a 

good estimation of parameter k.  

 

However, literature (Thorleuchter & Van den Poel, 2013a) also shows that the selection of k 

can be used to adapt the semantic textual patterns to a specific event (rank-validation 

procedure). This adaption decreases performance of the approach on one hand but on the 

other hand, it leads to many one-to-one correspondences between semantic textual patterns 

and events. These correspondences can be used to calculate the cross-impacts between 

events as represented by semantic textual patterns. To identify an optimal value of k where 

the highest number of one-to-one correspondences is obtained, LSI has to be processed 

several times for each potential value of k. This is possible, because LSI uses singular value 

decomposition that is of low computational complexity. LSI is better suited for this task than 

PLSI, NMF, and LDA because the computational complexity of these approaches is much 

higher than LSI. Thus, LSI is used in this approach. While the proposed approach is based 

on a non-optimized LSI approach, the results have to be evaluated carefully to prove the 

feasibility of this approach. 

 

2.2 Related work 

 

A semantic CIA approach is proposed by Thorleuchter & Van den Poel (2014). This 

quantitative approach combines CIA with semantic text classification. It discovers the 

semantic structure of given textual information based on LSI with singular value 

decomposition. A specific rank-validation procedure is proposed that identifies events from 

the discovered structure. CIA is applied on the identified events to predict the cross impacts 

among these events semantically. This approach applies CIA semantically however; it does 

not apply CCIA semantically. 
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A knowledge structure based CCIA approach is proposed by Thorleuchter, Van den Poel, & 

Prinzie (2010). It supports the planning of research and development (R&D) for organizations 

with a wide technological scope. The relative impacts of technologies on other technologies 

are calculated in three steps. In a first step, a CIA is applied on technologies processed 

within the organization. In a second step, patent data are used as representative for 

technologies processed by organization’s competitors and CIA is applied on these 

technologies. In a last step, the CIA results of the first step are compared to the 

corresponding CIA results of the second step. As a result, a CCI index is built that indicates 

areas between two technologies where the organization excels or where the organization 

has relative weaknesses. This approach applies CCIA however; it does not apply CCIA 

semantically. 

 

2.3 Impacts of technologies on other technologies 

In the case study, the proposed approach is applied to identify technological impacts based 

on textual descriptions. Literature has shown that many of these impacts exist (Choi et al., 

2012; Subramanian & Soh, 2010; Radder, 2009; Jiménez, Garrido-Vega, Díez de los Ríos, & 

González, 2011; Herstatt & Geschka, 2002). Five of these impacts that are relevant to this 

study are presented below. 

 

A technology has an impact on a similar technology. Technologies are similar to other 

technologies if they stem from the same technology field but focus on different aspects within 

the technology field. An example is radar technology that can be divided into active and 

passive radar technology. Advances in active radar technology can lead to advances in 

passive radar technology because it is often possible to take over new findings to a similar 

technology. From text classification point of view, textual descriptions of two similar 

technologies are also similar because they both contain the same technical terms from the 

core area of the technology field. However, term distributions and term co-occurrences differ 

because each description has its own focal point. Thus, similar technologies can be identified 

by text classification considering term appearances, distributions, and co-occurrences.  

 

A second kind of impact is that technologies substitute each other e.g. semiconductor 

technology and vacuum tube technology. The technologies can be used to create the same 

application. Advances in a technology might lead to the dis-use of a substitutive technology 

e.g. transistors have replaced vacuum tubes in many applications. From text classification 

point of view, the descriptions of substitutive technologies contain the same terms describing 
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the application field. They also contain different terms to describe the corresponding 

technology field. Thus, the identification of substitutive technologies is possible with text 

classification.  

 

A technology impacts a complementary technology if both technologies are used to create an 

application. An example is fuel technology and lubricants technology. For creating a power 

plant application both technologies are used. However, the performance of the power plant 

application is probably limited by one of the used technologies e.g. using high quality fuel 

and low quality lubricants or vice versa. This is the well-known bottleneck phenomenon. 

Advances in one technology forces researches and research planners to focus on possible 

advances in its complementary technology to avoid this phenomenon. From text 

classification point of view, descriptions of these technologies contain the same terms from 

the application field and they also use different terms describing the technology field. This is 

similar to substitutive technologies as mentioned above. 

 

A further impact is based on predecessor or successor technologies. A technology impacts a 

second technology if it precedes the second technology during the process of creating an 

application. Creating a laser system is often done by using adaptive optics mirrors 

technology. This is a successor technology because it is based on the liquid crystal 

technology used for creating mirrors. It is trivial that advances in a predecessor technology 

directly influence its successor technologies. From text classification point of view, textual 

descriptions from both technologies contain the same terms e.g. describing the mirror 

aspects and they also contain different terms. This is because predecessor technologies use 

highly detailed information from a very small part of a technology area while successor 

technologies use a broader view on the technology. 

 

As a result, the different characteristics of texts (term occurrences, distribution, co-

occurrences etc.) can be used to identify that a specific technology is mentioned in a given 

text (e.g. an internet website) and that this technology is impacted by other technologies 

(Thorleuchter & Van den Poel, 2013c). While texts extracted from the internet are normally 

written by different persons, semantic text classification approaches are normally better 

suited for this task than knowledge structure based text classification approaches. This is 

because they consider the aspect of meaning in texts. 
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3 Methodology 

 

 

Fig. 1 shows the processing of the semantic CCI methodology in different steps. 

 

The proposed semantic CCI methodology is depicted in Fig. 1. In a data collection step, 

events have to be defined with relevance to an existing strategic decision problem. A 

collection of textual documents have to be provided. They should stem from the organization 

and their content should contain the description of one or several events.  

 

The collection of textual documents is preprocessed in the next step. Existing methods and 

tools from text mining are used to remove specific elements, to split text in terms, and to 

check for typographical errors. Term filtering methods (e.g. stop word filtering, part-of-speech 

tagging, and stemming) are also applied to reduce the number of different terms. A further 

reduction of terms is done by applying Zipf’s law (Zeng, Duan, Cao, & Wu, 2012; Zipf, 1949). 

As a result of the preprocessing step, a term vector based on vector space model and on the 

reduced number of terms is built for each document from the collection (Thorleuchter & Van 

den Poel, 2013b). The components of the vectors are weighted frequencies based on the 

proposed term weighting scheme from Salton et al. (1994). 
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A term-by-document matrix is created based on the term vectors from the document 

collection. The rank of this matrix is unmanageable high because of the large number of 

different terms that have to be considered despite reducing the number with filtering methods 

(Thorleuchter & Van den Poel, 2012c). Thus, LSI is applied together with singular value 

decomposition to reduce the rank of the term-by-document matrix from r to k. This reduction 

is equivalent to the identification of k semantic textual patterns that can be found as latent 

patterns in the data structure.  

 

The selection of k is done by a rank-validation procedure (Thorleuchter & Van den Poel, 

2013a). LSI is applied several times for different values of k and for each time, the resulting k 

semantic textual patterns are compared to the defined events from the data collection step. 

The aim of this comparison is to identify one-to-one correspondences (an exact pairing) 

between the k semantic textual patterns and the defined events. This is done manually by 

human experts or alternatively by use of text similarity measures and by considering a 

specific threshold. Let nk be the number of one-to-one correspondences for each k. The 

variable k is set to a value where nk is at its maximum. As a result, the rank-validation 

procedure leads to the identification of nk events that occur semantically in the textual 

collection. 

 

After selecting k by the rank-validation procedure, singular value decomposition is applied to 

split the original term-by-document matrix in three matrices U, Σ, and Vt. 

 

A = U Σ Vt           (1) 

 

 

The diagonal matrix Σ contains the singular values ordered by size. LSI reduces the rank of 

the three matrices to k by discarding the corresponding columns from k+1 on. This keeps the 

large singular values stored in Σ and discards the smaller ones. 

 

Ak = Uk Σk V
t
k           (2) 

 

Matrix Uk represents the impact of the reduced number of terms from the preprocessing step 

(rows) on the k semantic textual patterns (columns) as defined by the rank validation 

procedure. Matrix Vk represents the impact of each document from the collection (rows) on 

the k semantic textual patterns (columns) (Thorleuchter, Van den Poel, & Prinzie, 2012b). 
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Thus, matrix Uk is used to identify events from the content of the semantic textual patterns 

and matrix Vk is used to calculate the CI between these semantic textual patterns that 

represent events. In both matrices, the matrix components show the corresponding impacts 

that is a value in [-1,..,1]. 

 

Based on the n ≤ k semantic textual patterns that represent events, an environmental 

scanning procedure is applied to collect information about the identified events. This is done 

by web mining, where documents in the internet are retrieved that contain at least one of the 

n semantic textual patterns. The starting point of web mining is always a set of search 

queries. This is built separately for each of the n semantic textual patterns. Terms from 

matrix Uk with the highest impact on a semantic textual pattern (the corresponding matrix 

component exceeds a specific threshold) are used to build the search queries based on their 

co-occurrences in the document collection. The processing is taken over from Thorleuchter & 

Van den Poel (2013d). 

 

A web search advanced programming interface (e.g. from search engine Google) is used to 

execute the sets of search queries automatically. The results are a collection of website 

addresses. The full text from these addresses (e.g. webpages and blogs) is crawled and the 

texts are stored separately in documents. A preprocessing step is applied on these 

documents as described above. The documents are projected into the latent semantic 

subspace that was created by LSI before. The matrix V’k is built that contains the impact of 

each retrieved document (rows) on each of the k semantic textual patterns (columns) and 

thus, on each of the n events. 

 

Based on matrix V’k and on matrix Vk, the CI from the environmental scanning procedure and 

from the provided document collection as well as the CCI is calculated in accordance to 

Thorleuchter, Van den Poel, & Prinzie (2010): 

 

Definition 1. Let Next(A) be the number of retrieved documents that are related to event A. 

Next(A) is calculated by the number of documents where the component value of matrix V’k - 

from the corresponding document (row) and from the corresponding semantic textual pattern 

(column) - is above a specific threshold. 

Let Next(A  B) be the number of retrieved documents related to both, event A and event B. 

Next(A  B) is calculated by the number of documents where both component values of 

matrix V’k - from the corresponding document (row) and from the two corresponding semantic 

textual patterns (columns) - are above a specific threshold. 
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Let CIext(A,B) be the external conditional probability of event A given event B as calculated 

by: 

CIext(A,B) = Pext(B|A) = Next(A  B) / Next(A)        (3) 

 

Definition 2. Let Nint(A) be the number of documents from the document collection that are 

related to event A. Nint(A) is calculated by the number of documents where the component 

value of matrix Vk - from the corresponding document (row) and from the corresponding 

semantic textual pattern (column) - is above a specific threshold. 

Let Nint(A  B) be the number of documents from the document collection related to both, A 

and B. Nint(A  B) is calculated by the number of documents where both component values 

of matrix Vk - from the corresponding document (row) and from the two corresponding 

semantic textual patterns (columns) - are above a specific threshold. 

Let CIint(A,B) be the internal conditional probability of A given B as calculated by: 

CIint(A,B) = Pint(B|A) = Nint(A  B) / Nint(A)        (4) 

 

The result values of CIext(A,B) and CIint(A,B) are in [0,..,1]. A result value of zero means that 

no impact can be seen of event A on event B and a result value of one means that event A 

has a strong impact on event B. A value between zero and one indicates the impact strength. 

The decision whether an impact exists or not can be done using thresholds. 

 

Definition 3. Let cext be the external threshold. BCIext(A,B) as the external Boolean cross 

impact index is defined as follows: 

)),((
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       (5) 

 

Definition 4. Let cint be the internal threshold. BCIint(A,B) as the internal Boolean cross 

impact index is defined as follows: 
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Definition 5. Let CCI(A,B) indicate the difference between the internal and external Boolean 

cross impact index. 
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4 Case Study 

 

The proposed approach is applied in a case study. We use the same case study as already 

applied by the knowledge structure based CCI approach and by the semantic CI approach 

(see Sect. 2.2). This enables a comparison to the related approaches and it also enables to 

use existing evaluated results from these approaches. Defense based technology areas are 

defined as events. We use the 32 technology areas that are listened by the technology 

taxonomy of the European Defense Agency (EDA). German Ministry of Defence (GE MoD) is 

selected as organization. A collection of 985 documents is used that describe research 

projects from the GE MoD in 2007. The documents are in English language. Each project 

processes one or several technologies (events). Thus, the collection of documents 

represents organization’s internal events. 

  

The first steps - from the data collection step via the processing step up to the event 

identification step - are taken over from Thorleuchter & Van den Poel (2014): The term-

document matrix is built based on the pre-processed textual collection. The rank-validation 

procedure is applied from k = 2 to k = 35. Thus, LSI with singular value decomposition is 

processed 34 times. Each time, k semantic textual patterns are created. Human experts 

compare the patterns to the 32 technology areas manually. They identify nk one-to-one 

correspondences. The results show that up to k = 7 and from k = 33 on, nk equals zero. In the 

area of 8 ≤ k ≤ 18, all values of nk are smaller than 9 and in the area of 20 ≤ k ≤ 32, all values 

of nk are smaller than 10. Thus, k = 19 is selected where nk equals 10. The corresponding 10 

semantic textual patterns are selected and depicted in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Events (technology areas from EDA taxonomy) that are identified by the rank-

validation procedure 

A02 Signature Related Materials 

A03 Electronic Materials Technology 

A04 Photonic/Optical Materials & Device Technology 

A05 Electronic, Electrical & Electromechanical Device Technology 
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A08 Computing Technologies & Mathematical Techniques 

B02 Propulsion and Powerplants 

B04 Electronic Warfare and Directed Energy Technologies 

B05 Signature Control and Signature Reduction 

B06 Sensor Systems 

B08 Simulators, Trainers and Synthetic Environments 

 

The component values of matrix Vk show the impact of terms on the identified 10 semantic 

textual patterns. Terms with an impact above a specific threshold on the patterns are used to 

create internet search queries. The search queries are in English language to prevent 

translation problems. For each of the 10 semantic textual patterns, a set of search queries is 

created that consists of four terms each. This is done in accordance to Thorleuchter & Van 

den Poel (2013d). An example is ‘Acoustic +Vibration +Absorbing +Materials’ that is used for 

the event ‘Signature Related Materials’. Thus, each set of search queries describes the event 

standing behind the semantic textual pattern.  

 

Google advanced programming interface is used to execute the queries automatically in 

December 2012. Hyperlinks from the retrieved results are used by a crawler to extract the full 

text of the documents. The documents are validated e.g. by deleting double occurrences of 

documents. As a result, 5364 documents are identified as representative for external events. 

The documents are projected into the same latent semantic subspace as created by the GE 

MoD document collection. Then, the internal and the external CI are calculated as well as the 

CCI for the 10 technology areas. 

 

The data characteristics are depicted in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Data characteristics of the case study 

Number of documents from GE MoD 985 

Number of identified events 10 

Average number of search queries per event 30 

Number of search queries in total 303 

Number of retrieved documents per search query 20  

Number of retrieved documents in total (after validating) 5364 
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5 Results and Evaluation 

The case study identifies 10 events. The impact of a first event on a second is different than 

the impact of the second on the first. Thus, the results of the case study are 90 CCI indices 

as calculated by two times the binomial coefficient 10 choose 2. This requires the calculation 

of 90 internal CI probabilities and the calculation of 90 external CI probabilities. The 90 

internal CI probabilities are already calculated and evaluated by the semantic CI approach 

(see Sect. 2.2). Thus, this evaluation focusses on the 90 external CI probabilities. The 

knowledge structure based CCI approach (see Sect. 2.2) - furthermore it is named 

comparative study - also has calculated these 90 external CI probabilities. However, two 

differences can be seen: The comparative study uses a knowledge structure based approach 

in contrast to the semantic approach used here. Further, data collection is restricted on 

patent data collected in 2007 in contrast to the environmental scanning procedure as applied 

here. Considering current scientific articles, webpages or internet blogs allows our approach 

to use current information about technologies with a large scope. Thus, the document 

collection used in our approach for external CI is different to the document collection of the 

comparative study.  

 

Table 3: Result matrix of the CIext(A,B) e.g. CIext(A02, A03) = 0.08 

 A02 A03 A04 A05 A08 B02 B04 B05 B06 B08 

A02 - 0.08 0.08 0.01 0 0 0 0.76 0.07 0 

A03 0.03 - 0.15 0.45 0 0.04 0.14 0 0.14 0 

A04 0.03 0.16 - 0.14 0 0.05 0.11 0.12 0.37 0 

A05 0 0.29 0.08 - 0.05 0.03 0.10 0.01 0.34 0.10 

A08 0 0 0 0.08 - 0 0.01 0 0.16 0.36 

B02 0 0.10 0.12 0.12 0 - 0 0 0 0 

B04 0 0.28 0.21 0.32 0.02 0 - 0.01 0.09 0 

B05 0.74 0 0.32 0.04 0 0 0.01 - 0.08 0 

B06 0.02 0.09 0.23 0.36 0.10 0 0.03 0.02 - 0.03 

B08 0 0 0 0.18 0.36 0 0 0 0.05 - 

 

Because of these two differences, the results of the comparative study should be different in 

some CI values to the results from our case study. Nevertheless, the results of the 
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comparative study are used as ground truth for the evaluation and the differences are 

discussed manually.  

 

Table 3 shows the 90 external CI probabilities in different grayscales from bright to dark 

considering the five cases: no external cross impact: CIext(A,B) = 0; low cross impact: 0 < 

CIext(A,B) ≤ 0.25; medium cross impact: 0.25 < CIext(A,B) ≤ 0.50; high cross impact: 0.50 < 

CIext(A,B) ≤ 0.75; very high cross impact: CIext(A,B) > 0.75. 

 

Table 4: CIext(A,B) results of selected technology area pairs compared to results of a 

comparative study 

Techn. 

area A 

Techn. 

area B 

CIext 

(A,B) 

BCIext 

(A,B) 

CI’ext 

(A,B) 

BCI’ext 

(A,B) 

Resext 

(A,B) 

Resint 

(A,B) 

A02 B05 0.76 true 0.58 true 0.14 -0.01 

A03 A05 0.45 true 0.30 true 0.11 -0.02 

B05 A02 0.74 true 0.46 true 0.24 0.06 

B04 A05 0.32 true 0.35 true -0.07 0.02 

B02 A05 0.12 false 0.07 false 0.01 0.01 

B08 A08 0.36 true 0.26 true 0.06 0.07 

A05 A03 0.29 true 0.26 true -0.01 0.05 

A08 B08 0.36 true 0.22 true 0.10 0.00 

A05 B02 0.03 false 0.01 false -0.02 0.00 

A05 B06 0.34 true 0.20 false 0.10 -0.01 

A05 B04 0.10 false 0.21 true -0.15 0.01 

 

Table 4 shows these 11 external CI values where the corresponding internal CI values are 

above a specific threshold and thus, the 11 technology area pairs are of high relevance for 

the organization. The influencing technology area is labeled with ’Techn. Area A’ and the 

influenced technology area is labeled with ’Techn. Area B’. CIext(A,B) is the external CI value 

as calculated by the proposed approach and CI’ext(A,B) is the external CI value as calculated 

by the comparative study. BCIext(A,B) is true if CIext(A,B) is equal to or greater than threshold 

r = 0.20. BCI’ext(A,B) is the corresponding value to BCIext(A,B) that refers to CI’ext(A,B). The 
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residuals of CIext(A,B) and CI’ext(A,B) are Resext(A,B) and they are compared to the residuals 

Resint(A,B) of the internal CI values as calculated by the semantic CI approach (see Sect. 

2.2).  

The residuals of the internal CI values are based on the difference between results of a 

semantic CI approach and results of a knowledge structure based CIA approach by using the 

same document collection. These residuals are much smaller than the residuals calculated 

from the external CI values. Thus, the large differences between CIext(A,B) and CI’ext(A,B) 

stem from the fact that the document collection (from the internet) of the case study is 

different to the document collection (patent data) of the comparative study.  

An example for this is presented below. Research in the technology field A02 ’Signature 

Related Materials’ examines various materials to improve their absorbing characteristics. It 

focusses on materials by reducing its radar, infrared, and acoustical radiation. Research in 

the technology field B05 ’Signature Control and Signature Reduction’ has the aim to analyze 

and manipulate the absorbing characteristics of land, air, and maritime vehicles. It focusses 

on systems by reducing its radar, visible, ultraviolet, infrared, acoustical, electrical, 

electrochemical, and magnetic radiation. 

 

The external CI of in A02 on B05 is large in the comparative study (0.58) but it is larger in the 

case study (0.76). This is because patents in the A02 technology area focus on material 

aspects rather than on system aspects. Thus, the term distribution in these patens is more 

related to a material sciences than to system sciences. Besides patents, the environmental 

scanning procedure also identifies further documents from the internet e.g. websites and 

blogs. These documents are more often related to system related aspects than patents. This 

explains the differences in the external CI values. 

A further explanation could be given for the differences of the external CI of B8 ‘Simulators, 

Trainers and Synthetic Environments’ on A8 ‘Computing Technologies & Mathematical 

Techniques’. Most of all current breakthroughs in simulators or in synthetic environments are 

based on computing technologies and thus, the number of documents where both 

technology fields are mentioned increases each year. The use of current documents - 

instead of using patents from 2007 - influences the external CI of B8 on A8 as well as the 

external CI of A8 on B8.  

Table 5 shows the confusion matrix of the evaluated results where the calculated 90 external 

CI probabilities are compared to the comparative study. In 8 cases, the value of CI’ext(A,B) is 

above 0.20 and thus, BCI’ext(A,B) is true. Further, BCI’ext(A,B) is false in 82 cases. The 

frequent baseline is set to about 9% as calculated by 8 divided by (82 + 8). BCIext is true in 14 
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cases and BCIext(A,B) is false in 76 cases. In 7 seven cases, both, BCIext(A,B) and 

BCI’ext(A,B) are true. BCIext(A,B) is true and BCI’ext(A,B) is false in 7 cases, too. In one case, 

BCIext(A,B) is false and BCI’ext(A,B) is true. Thus, the precision of the proposed approach is 7 

/ 14 = 50% and the recall is 7 / 8 = 87%. The results outperform the frequent baseline as set 

to 9% precision at 87% recall. 

 

Table 5: Confusion matrix 

  Predictive Class 

  Yes No 

Actual 

class 

Yes 7 1 

No 7 75 

 

 

6 Conclusion 

This paper provides a new semantic CCI approach. This is in contrast to the knowledge 

structure based approaches presented in literature. The strength of a semantic approach is 

that the aspect of meaning is considered rather than syntactical aspects. This allows the use 

of highly unstructured data e.g. documents from the internet where different people write 

texts in different syntactical styles. To use this strength, an environmental scanning 

procedure is introduced that collects relevant documents from the internet. Thus, CCI can be 

processed based on a wide information scope. That is also in contrast to existing 

approaches. 

The new approach is applied in the same case study as used for a knowledge structure 

based approach. Differences between the results of the approaches are discussed and an 

evaluation shows that the approach outperforms the frequent baseline.  

Overall, the new approach supports decision makers by providing current strengths and 

weaknesses. The time series of the calculated CCI values are probably an interesting field of 

further research. Strengths and Weaknesses of organizations could be traced over time 

considering current information from the internet. This possibly allows decision makers to 

improve strategic planning. 
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